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Context  

This very large area, extending 1065 km2 across Lochalsh and Lochaber, is the fourth most extensive 
WLA and only narrowly separated from the second largest, Central Highlands (WLA 24).  It runs from 
Glen Shiel in the north and includes a large proportion of the Knoydart peninsula and the hills between 
Lochs Quoich, Arkaig and Eil and Eilt, and around the eastern part of Loch Morar.  Major routes flank its 
far northern and southern edges, the latter to nearby Fort William, but it is otherwise distant from large 
population centres.  It is one of only three mainland WLAs to be defined in part by the coast, on its 
western edge.   

The area contains in the north and west high, angular and rocky mountains with sweeping slopes 
towering over a series of steep sided glens and lochs, which extend into a more jumbled mass of rugged 
mountains within the central interior, with linear ranges of simpler massive hills in the east.  These are 
formed of hard metamorphic rock that was carved during glaciation, creating features such as pyramidal 
peaks, corries, U-shaped glens, moraine and the remarkable fjords of Lochs Hourn and Nevis. Later 
erosion is also evident with the presence of burns, gorges, waterfalls and alluvial deposits. The 
distinctive landform features are highlighted against the open space and horizontal emphasis of adjacent 
sea and lochs.  

The WLA is largely uninhabited, apart from a few isolated crofts and estate settlements around the coast 
and loch shores.  The land is used mainly for deer stalking, fishing, crofting, woodland, recreation and 
conservation.  This is influenced within part of the WLA by the land ownership of the Knoydart 
Foundation and John Muir Trust, with one of their objectivesi being ‘to conserve and preserve the 
character and natural beauty of the Knoydart Peninsula for the benefit of the public…’  

Although remote, the WLA is viewed by many people from outside its edges, including the minor road 
between Shiel Bridge and Corran in the north west, the A830 in the south and, at greater distance, from 
the A82 and A87 in the north and east.  It can also be seen from a number of minor roads through the 
glens that penetrate the area, including along Loch Quoich to Kinloch Hourn, along Loch Arkaig and 
along Loch Morar.  Many people enter the WLA via paths leading from the ends of these roads, as well 
as via the regular boat service from Mallaig to Inverie or Tarbet.   

Within the WLA itself some 26 Munros and 22 Corbetts attract hillwalkers and climbers, some of whom 
stay at the campsite and bothy in the isolated settlement of Barisdale.  There are also a number of 
through-paths across the area, some of which are historic trade routesii, such as between Inverie and 
Kinloch Hourn or Strathan, between Glenelg and Kinloch Hourn and between Alltbeithe and Achnagart. 

The landscape and scenic qualities of the WLA are recognised by it being within the Knoydart National 
Scenic Area (NSA) and Moidart, Morar and Glen Shiel Special Landscape Areaiii.  The citationiv for the NSA 
describes: ‘…large tracts are isolated, inaccessible and exposed to the elements’ and ‘the combination of 
wildness, naturalness and remoteness is a major draw to those seeking an experience of wilderness.’ 

This WLA lies close to other WLAs and the sea so, where intervening human elements are screened, it 
appears to extend uninterrupted into these and vice versa.  This relationship is strongest with the Kintail 
mountains (Central Highlands WLA 24) to the north as well as with the Moidart – Ardgour WLA 13 to the 
south of the A830 and railway line.  
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Key attributes and qualities of the wild land area  
 

 High, remote, rugged and rocky mountains with a strong sense of naturalness and awe  
– some angular in profile with sweeping peaks, and some more massive in form  

This WLA contains a superlative range of high, rocky and rugged mountains that are awe-inspiring in 
their vertical scale and striking features.  These indicate a strong influence of geology, glaciation and 
fluvial activity, for example with rocky pinnacles, corries, moraine and cascading waterfalls – all 
contributing to a strong sense of naturalness.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mountains vary in their expression of these attributes, with those in the west tending to be more 
isolated with sweeping slopes, whilst those in the centre form a very complex mass of extremely rocky 
and craggy mountains, and those in the east being simpler and more massive.  Nonetheless, the 
mountains are all high, steep, rugged and physically challenging to ascend or traverse (especially when 
rising from sea-level), with a resulting perception of high risk and exposure.  They are also irregular in 
profile, have predominant rock cover that conveys a ‘rawness’, and often harbour high altitude lochans, 
which all amplify the sense of naturalness.   

From the mountain and ridge tops, there are stunning panoramic views of rocky ridges continuing far 
into the distance that seem arresting by virtue of their great number and extent.  The drama of these is 
also amplified where the skyline includes pointed or steeply craggy peaks and ridges.  Some of the 
distant mountains visible within these views lie in other WLAs, including the Central Highlands WLA (24) 
to the north and the Moidart - Ardgour WLA (13) to the south, but this division is not clear due to the 
screening of intervening glens by the landform.   

From both the tops and bases, it is difficult to see the full profile of the mountains due to visual 
foreshortening and landform screening; however, the arresting nature of these appear clearer where 
adjacent to open horizontal spaces such as glen floors, lochs or the sea.   

         

From the high mountain tops, the sheer drop on some or all sides creates extremely arresting views of 
the land and seascape below, especially when looking down onto loch waters.  This can contribute to a 
sense of being ‘on top of the World’ and perception of awe and risk, amplified further by exposure.   

Although some mountain tops reveal views to faraway human elements, such as settlements, the 
distance of these and/or separation by water means that they do not typically impose upon the wild 
land qualities of the WLA itself.  In contrast, a number of isolated conifer plantations and deer fences 
within the local area are more prominent and can appear to partially conceal the rugged and awe-
inspiring profile of the mountains. A line of metal pylon power lines cut through the WLA north of Loch 
Hourn appearing as human artefacts and their effects increasing in some places by having a parallel 
access track. 
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The A87 road corridor through Glen Shiel divides this WLA and the Central Highlands WLA (24) to the 
north, and offers motorists the opportunity to experience some of the awe-inspiring qualities of the 
adjacent mountains due to their proximity and towering slopes.  The road does, however, appear as an 
obvious human artefact from the mountain tops and ridges above and, from here, the activity and noise 
of vehicles may also be seen and heard.   

 A very remote interior drawing adventurous and experienced hillwalkers 

There is a strong contrast of experience between the high mountains around the margins and the 
interior glens, corries and shelves. From the interior, outward views are limited by the surrounding 
mountain slopes and there is a strong sense of remoteness and sanctuary. Conversely from the 
mountain tops and ridges around the margins, there are open and elevated views, with a strong sense of 
awe, but these include human artefacts and contemporary land uses seen outside the WLA. 

The mountains around the margins are popular for hillwalkers, especially the South Cluanie Ridge and 
other Munros. Those that ascend these peaks experience a strong sense of physical challenge and, on 
the top, a combination of arresting, steep, rugged and rocky tops. Nonetheless the popularity of these 
mountains means that relatively high numbers of people can be present during the busiest times and 
temporarily diminish the sense of solitude whilst other attributes remain high. 

In contrast, the central part of the WLA contains a large interior that is very remote, reinforced by the 
long time and physical challenge required to reach it, as well as it having no visible limit to its extent 
when viewed from many parts. There are few human artefacts or evidence of contemporary land use, 
including a notable absence of vehicle tracks, and most visit the interior via long stalkers’ paths that 
tend to be fairly discrete.  These factors combine to result in a strong sense of sanctuary. 

The area attracts a relatively high number of hillwalkers specifically seeking its wild land qualities that 
are frequently described in publications on outdoor recreation.  During the busiest times in season and 
good weather, this means the number of people may actually diminish the sense of solitude experienced 
along the most popular routes and within the most popular camping areas and bothies, for example at 
Barisdale.  Nonetheless, the very large size of the WLA interior means this only affects a very small 
proportion of the area, and strong qualities of remoteness, sanctuary and solitude can usually be 
experienced across the remainder.  

 Spectacular deep glens and lochs cut through the high mountains and hills, strongly 
influencing visibility, remoteness and access through the landscape 

The mountains within this WLA are divided and edged by a range of glens whose framed views and 
towering slopes seem arresting. The main glens are awe inspiring in their large scale and simple 
glaciated forms.  Some are occupied by lochs, whilst others contain a central river, side tributaries and 
waterfalls, whose dynamic character contribute to the sense of naturalness and may limit access during 
spate, increasing remoteness although some are accessible by boat.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Access through this WLA tends to be along the glen floors or around the loch edges, ascending to link 
between these over bealachs.  Within the interior, most of these routes are fairly discrete and low-key 
and some follow historic paths, for example with drystone underbuilding and bridges.  In contrast, 
around the margins of the WLA, some routes have been upgraded for vehicular access and these appear 
more prominent as a human artefact.   
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The glens include a wide range of lochs and lochans of different scale and elevation.  Nonetheless, the 
open, horizontal waters of these consistently emphasise the vertical form of adjacent mountains, and 
vice versa, emphasising their perceived awe.   
The lochs also increase the sense of openness and exposure 
and can act as a physical barrier to walking that increases 
isolation and remoteness.  This is partly overcome on some 
lochs by the use of boats, for example along Lochs Hourn, 
Nevis and Morar; although, even using these, access takes a 
long time, is limited by weather, and landing is restricted by 
rocky and steep shorelines.  Boat activity and noise may also 
diminish the sense of sanctuary, albeit temporarily.   

The framing slopes of deep glens channel views towards 
distant locations.  These may focus upon particular wild land 
features, such as faraway mountains or the sea, but they may 
also focus on human elements in the distance.  In contrast, the 
glen side slopes limit visibility and create shelter that may 
increase the sense of sanctuary.   

Within some parts of the WLA, glen and loch slopes harbour 
native woodland that increases shelter and contributes to the 
sense of naturalness, especially where extensive and fitted 
closely to the rugged landform and features such as burns and 
shorelines.  Within some places, this sense of naturalness is 
diminished where deer fences indicate human intervention in 
grazing regimes, as well as appearing as a human artefact.  

Historic features, such as ruined buildings and enclosures, as well as currently occupied crofts and estate 
settlements or cottages, are located within some glens and around some shorelines.  These appear as 
human artefacts and/or evidence of contemporary land use, but their effects tend to be limited and 
localised where small, isolated in location, low-lying, and discrete in siting and design.  

Around the margins of the WLA, there are some extensive 
conifer plantations that extend out of neighbouring glens, for 
example in Glen Garry and along Loch Arkaig and Loch Eil.  
Although many of these are located outside the WLA edge, the 
prominence, extensive size and/or cumulative effects of some 
encroach upon the wild land qualities within the area, 
especially where they rise out of the apparent confines of the 
glens and up onto elevated slopes.   
There are also some conifer plantations within some of the glens within the WLA that encroach upon 
the wild land qualities, such as within Glen Dessarry, Glenn Finnan and Gleann na Guiserein.  These 
indicate contemporary land use and also diminish the perceived awe of adjacent mountains. 

At the head of Loch Hourn is the small estate settlement of Kinloch Hourn which includes a lodge, jetty 
and policy woodlands.  The settlement is located outside the WLA itself, and obviously contains human 
artefacts (including the noise of electricity generators) and contemporary land use; but it is nonetheless 
a location to which many people travel a long way to view the awe inspiring composition of Loch Hourn 
and its steep mountain sides within the WLA to the west, or to take one of the paths that cross through 
the settlement into the area.   

Most of the lochs within the WLA have irregular shorelines that reinforce the sense of naturalness.  In 
contrast, there are three very large reservoirs that are located just outside the WLA edges, but are 
clearly visible from within the eastern part of the area.  These are Lochs Quoich, Cluanie and Loyne, 
which were developed for hydro-electric generation and although when viewed from elevated slopes 
and tops the lochs are seen as one feature within a large scale mountain setting, nonetheless their 
prominent drawdown scars diminish the sense of naturalness.   
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  A strong influence of the sea around the north and western edges of the WLA, 
providing open views and contributing to perceived awe, remoteness and naturalness 

This WLA is strongly influenced by the sea.  However, because 
the area does not extend around the entire Knoydart coast, its 
influence is sometimes more contextual; for example by 
forming the setting when approaching or leaving by sea, seen 
within panoramic views from the mountain peaks, or forming 
the simple fore or midground to views across or along Lochs 
Hourn and Nevis.   
In these situations, it forms part of awe-inspiring panoramas of wide seas, intricate rocky coastlines and 
rugged islands against a backdrop of towering hills, increasing the perceived extent of the area.  
Sheltered bays, such as at Barisdale and Tarbet, also possess a strong sense of sanctuary, whilst the 
irregular shorelines and marine wildlife amplify the sense of naturalness. 

Loch Hourn and Loch Nevis penetrate this WLA as arresting fjords with steep-sided, towering slopes 
either side of dramatic dark waters.  The western stretches of these lochs are more open and include 
shoreline settlements, such as Arnisdale and Inverie, as well as Kinloch Hourn in the east, but these all 
lie outside the WLA.  In contrast, the inner waters of the lochs are narrower and more sheltered, have 
no vehicular access, limited stretches of footpath, and are uninhabited apart from a few isolated 
cottages.  This results in a very strong sense of remoteness and sanctuary, interrupted only occasionally 

by the local activity and sound of boats.   Some of the loch side slopes are also wooded which 
contributes to the sense of naturalness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Loch Morar possesses similar qualities to Loch Hourn and Loch Nevis in being a very large, long and deep 
loch cutting into the mountains; however, around its western half, the landform is lower and there are 
more open views to the surrounding settled landscape outside the WLA. 

 Secluded and elevated rocky cnocan and plateaux, containing hidden depressions and 
lochs with a strong sense of sanctuary 

Within the south of the WLA, there is an extensive area of 
rocky undulating cnocan and plateaux that is extremely 
rugged.  The cnoc tops are fairly similar in height and irregular 
in form, which tends to limit outward views, and the main foci 
are local pools and a few spectacular ice-gouged lochs.  
Although this cnocan and plateaux are not so arresting in their 
height or vertical profile as the higher mountains within other 
parts of the WLA, their perceived seclusion, few visitors and 
lack of human artefacts or evidence of contemporary land use 
results in a strong sense of sanctuary and solitude.  

The rugged landform and predominance of rock cover conveys a ‘rawness’ that contributes to the sense 
of naturalness; whilst the pronounced undulations and need to negotiate rock, bogs and pools mean it 
is physically challenging to access the landscape and there is a strong sense of risk, reinforced by a 
difficulty to navigate due to limited visibility and a repetitive pattern of ground cover. 

Where flat bottomed glens penetrate these areas, their floors are very prominent in their strong 
contrast of landform and vegetation, particularly if grazed as in Glen Meoble.  Native woodland upon 
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the side slopes also emphasise the ruggedness of the landform where tucked into the nooks and 
crannies. 

 
                                                           
Endnotes and select references 
 
i
 Information on the Knoydart Foundation available at:  http://www.knoydart-foundation.com/home/ 

ii
 Information on heritage paths available at http://www.heritagepaths.co.uk/ 

iii
 The Highland Council (2011) Assessment of Highland Special Landscape Areas.  Inverness, The Highland Council.   

iv
SNH (2010) The special qualities of the National Scenic Areas.  SNH Commissioned Report No 374. 
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